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HCC Then and Now

O

ver 15 years, we have
been blessed to witness
profound transformations in the
lives of the children at our centre. Their early childhood histories are each unique, but there
are common threads: the tragic
loss of one or both parents,
homelessness, extreme poverty,
and a daily struggle to survive.
You need only glance through
these before and after photos to
realize just how much the
young people who joined our
program years ago have matured!

Below each set of photos is a
brief summary of each student’s
current
status/educational program. However, if we wanted to list all of
their distinctions, we would
run out of space! Part of HCC’s
mission is to develop the leadership skills of our young people. Over the years, our students have distinguished
themselves at all levels of
schooling, and established
themselves as exemplary role
models.

Horizons Children’s Centre

one of our students has been
honoured with the title of
‘prefect’; many held this title for
several years in a row. In Ghana, a prefect is a student leader,
hand-picked by teachers and/or
voted in by peers each year to
lead school-wide activities.

Brimming with confidence, respect, responsibility and outstanding communication skills,
the youth of HCC have established and maintained an excellent reputation in their schools,
in the town of Sandema…and
As one example, almost every beyond!

Yaw – Founder, Adangbey Royal
International School (Nursery)

Mark – 4th Year University (Medical
Sonography)

Prosper – 2nd Year of Teachers Training College

Peter – Graduate, Sandema Senior
High School

Christopher – Asst. Manager, Sandema Computer Resource Centre

Bismark – Construction Contract
Worker, Wiaga

James - 2nd Term, IT Diploma
(Software Engineering)

Joshua – Education Supervisor, HCC

Jonas – 2nd Term, IT Diploma
(Software Engineering)
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Matthew – 1st year University
(Microbiology and Biotech)

Jacob – Education Supervisor, HCC
(gap year)

David – Graduate, Sandema Senior
High School (gap year)

Martin – Graduate, Bawku Sr. High
Technical School (gap year)

Daniel – Final year, Nandom Senior
High School

Moses – 2nd year, Northern School of
Business, Tamale

Awudu Jr. – Final year, Sandema
Preparatory Junior High School

Silas – Final year, Sandema Preparatory Junior High School

Solomon – Final year, Sandema Preparatory Junior High School

Nathaniel – P6, Sandema Preparatory
Primary School

Francis – P5, Sandema Preparatory
Primary School

Joshua Jr. – P4, Sandema Preparatory
Primary School

Richard – P4, Sandema Preparatory
Primary School

Michael – P3, Sandema Preparatory
Primary School
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One child, one teacher, one book and one pen
from this program, Cynthia
Ayarabil. Cynthia completed
teachers’ training college in
2015 and is now teaching
Mathematics to the entire student population at Anankum
Junior High School.

F

A small group of our HCC Scholarship Recipients (2014)

or the past 8 years, HCC
has offered renewable
education scholarships to young
women in the community of
Sandema. Education is a basic
human right. Our program
enables us to extend this right
to girls and young women who,
due to poverty, could not otherwise start high school and pursue higher education. Of
course, as the World Bank
notes, there is a ‘multiplier
effect’ to investing in education
for girls.1
“More educated women tend to
be healthier, participate more
in the formal labor market,
earn more income, have fewer
children, and provide better
health care and education to
their children, all of which
eventually improve the wellbeing of all individuals and can

lift households out of poverty.
These benefits also transmit
across generations, as well as
to communities at large.”2 We
know that our scholarship
program will have farreaching and long-lasting impacts.
Our scholarships are renewable based on academic performance. As you can see from
the descriptions, these young
stars have shone brightly
since we began supporting
them at the beginning of high
school.
Their diverse programs of study reflect their
unique strengths, interests
and talents. It is a privilege
and inspiration to know each
of these strong women.
We offer hearty congratulations to our first graduate

1,2 “Girls’ Education.” World Bank. World Bank Group. 3 Dec. 2014. Web. 10 Nov. 2015.

Cynthia, Teacher, Anankum Junior High School

Georgina, Year 3,
University (Education)

Mary Magdalene– Year 2,
Health Assistants’ College
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can change the world. – Malala Yousafzai, Nobel Peace Prize Laureate

Beatrice—Final year,
Nurses Training College

Belinda - Year 3, University (Development Studies)

Benedicta—Year 1, University (Early Childhood Ed.)

Cecilia - Year 1, Diploma in
Basic Education

Charlotte - Year 2, University (Arts)

Erica - Year 1, University
(Planning and Geography)

Dorothy— Year 3, University (Agricultural Science)

Gifty—Graduate, High
School (gap year)

Gertrude - Year 2, University (Accounting in Ed.)

Jacqueline- Graduate,
High School (gap year)

Ida- Graduate, High
School (gap year)

Joyce - Year 1, Diploma in
Basic Education

Regina— Graduate, High
School

Mercy - Graduate, High
School (gap year)

Millicent,- Year 1, Teachers
Training College

Selina - Graduate, High
School
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The Power of the Human Spirit
Like so many other students,
he went through a rigorous
interview process and was
delighted to gain admission.
Sadly, Prosper did not have
the money to pay for his fees
and had to decline.

Prosper – Final year, Nursing College (Bolga)

P

rosper completed secondary school in 2011. He
was a gifted student who
achieved excellent marks in
Science. With the small
amount of money he had, he
purchased application forms
for nurses’ training college.

He spent the next year earning a small salary teaching at
a private school, so that he
could re-apply for his program. While he had saved
some cedis, it was simply not
enough to cover both his fees
and living costs. With help
from HCC, Prosper was able
to begin his college program.
Prosper kindly offered to
teach any and all of the students at our centre during his

HCC Trivia Nights

W

e would like to take this
opportunity to wholeheartedly thank a group of
people who have had a steady
and lasting impact on HCC.
We have always relied on the
kindness and generosity of

Monday Night Trivia –
Pour Boy Pub, 555 Manning Ave. @ Bloor – 8:00
p.m.
Wednesday Night
Trivia – Pour Boy Pub,
583 College St. @ Manning – 8:00 p.m.

Team Rufus members (trivia regulars) eagerly awaiting results

volunteers to promote our
program and to fundraise for
us. The team of volunteers
that have hosted our weekly
trivia nights at Pour Boy Pub
(Manning and College locations) are nothing short of
amazing. With charisma, humor and a heaping dose of
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school breaks and vacation
periods. He wanted to give
back to HCC and offer other
students the opportunity to
realize their dreams the way
he had realized his own. Since
his first year of college, he has
worked with our final year
high school students to prepare
them for their national exams.
His lessons have always been
passionate, engaging and extremely well-planned.
We are grateful to Prosper for
his dedication to improving the
quality of our program. We
wish him the best of luck as he
completes his final year of
nurses’ training college.

dedication, they have helped us
to raise over $47 000 in 4
years!
It’s no surprise that Trivia
Nights are packed with teams
of regulars. They are drawn in
as much by the friendly competition as they are by our warm
and gracious hosts.
Thank you so much to Shannon Greer, Laura Desjarlais, Katelin Ferry, Paddy
Treacey, Mitch Sneddon,
Hannah Clifford, Zoe BiderCanfield, Mike Santema,
Phoebe Todd-Parrish, Syd-
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HCC Trivia Nights Continued From pg. 6
ney Howe, Tai Neumin, Kevin Smit and Nick Teramura
for your service.
We also extend our deepest
thanks to the owners of Pour
Boy who have faithfully donated

10% of the sales for each Trivia
Night to HCC.

Please stop in at either location for an evening of entertainment. Not only will you be
supporting HCC, but you can
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also impress your friends and
co-workers the next day with
your
newfound
trivia
knowledge!

Mentors Make a Difference

T

he final year of high school
in Ghana is marked by the
nation-wide writing of the
WASSCE (West African Senior
Secondary Certificate Examination). When students have completed these exams, they must
wait several months for their
results to be tabulated and published, before they can submit
their grades with applications
for university.
From 2014-2015, Matthew and
Joshua, two HCC high school
graduates, dedicated their gap
year as Education Supervisors
at HCC. Their responsibilities
included supervising the children during after-school classes
and organizing evening program
activities. In addition to develop-

Joshua (2014)

ing leadership skills, they also
contributed immensely to the
quality of life and education at
the centre.
In order to keep everyone on
track, Matthew and Joshua
maintained a tight weekly
schedule, one that has been in
place for many years at HCC.

Jacob (2014)

On most weekdays, the students have formal after-school
classes, where teacher visit the
centre to help them with their
core subjects. After supper,
Matthew and Joshua helped
with homework and evening
studies, right up to bedtime.
On weekends, they facilitated
a variety of activities at the
centre. The weekly highlight
was a Saturday evening ‘quiz

Matthew (2014)

competition’. Matthew and
Joshua would write questions
based on the students’ school
curriculum, to help them review. Teams vied for a win
and bragging rights with
great enthusiasm.
Above all, Matthew and Joshua gave their younger counterparts a great deal of encouragement, kindness and
love. Their outstanding contributions motivated everyone
at HCC.
Matthew has started his 1st
year of university. Jacob, who
graduated in the spring of
2015, has stepped into his
role for this year, while he
waits for his exam results and
applies to schools.
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A Special Friendship
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“Don't walk behind me; I
may not lead. Don't walk
in front of me; I may not
follow. Just walk beside
me and be my friend.”
― Albert Camus

W

hen Mary Magdalene
and Gertrude first met
each other, they could never
have known the lasting impact
they would have on one another’s lives.
Mary turned up at HCC one
morning during the 2012 rainy
season. She was sitting outside
the centre and asked to speak
to the Manager. After her father died, Mary’s mother, sister and Mary herself were left
with the burden of trying to
survive in a small, rural community. Mary managed to sell
small goods on her head in the
market in order to pay her
school fees, while also farming.
She had always dreamed of
becoming a nurse, and that
dream gave her the energy to
continue to work, even when
she was exhausted.
Mary got through secondary
school but did not have the
money to pay for college application forms. She made her
way to Accra, Ghana’s capital
city, and carried heavy cement
blocks on her head in order to
earn money. Mary’s hard work
paid off and she managed to

Gertrude

apply to college. However,
when she was invited to attend an interview, she did not
have the money to pay for the
interview fees, and had to
pass up the opportunity.
Still, she did not give up.
When we met Mary, her voice
reflected shyness, but her
eyes shone with determination. She wanted to re-apply
to college. In order to guarantee her admission into the
program of her choice, she
decided to re-write some subject exams and bring up her
grades. Unfortunately, she
had no textbooks and no electricity, so studying in the
evening was almost impossible for her.
We arranged to provide Mary
with the textbooks she needed
and set her up with a trusted
tutor, Gertrude, another one
of our scholarship winners.
When Gertrude heard Mary’s
story, she was delighted to

Mary Magdalene

help in any way possible. .
With neither of the women
owning bicycles, Mary would
walk 8 km in the hot sun to
meet Gertrude for her lessons.
The days were exhausting but
rewarding for both women as
they began to share more than
just the knowledge of science
with one another. A true and
beautiful friendship formed.
One of our donors heard this
story and offered to purchase
bicycles for each of the women,
to make their study trips less
strenuous. When Gertrude and
Mary received the bikes, they
were together. They both embraced each other so deeply
and recognized that they were
gifts in each other’s lives. We
are happy to report that Gertrude is in her second year at
the University of Cape Coast.
As for Mary Magdelene, she is
well on her way to becoming a
health practitioner through the
Health Assistants Training
College program in Zuarungu.
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Reflections on a Decade with HCC

J

Joe Abobtey, Manager

oseph Abobtey has been
managing HCC since
2004. It is literally impossible
to imagine our success to date
without Joe’s singular vision
and awe-inspiring dedication.
HCC has operated smoothly for
all these years because of Joe’s
ability to find solutions and
innovate at every turn. As an
administrator and leader, he is
a man of incomparable talent
and brilliance. Here, he shares
what the past decade has
meant to him:
I have been working with HCC
for over 10 years and it has
been a tremendous experience.
Even though I am managing
this centre, I really regard myself as a senior brother to
many younger siblings. It has
been my honour to assist them
in realizing their future
dreams and potential.
Of course, with any work, there
have been challenges. The
most difficult thing is to have
to turn away students in the
community who come to us
seeking funding. They have

admission letters in their
hands, and we have to turn
them away since we are already supporting as many as
we can right now. At times, I
use my own personal money
to help them. But when I
can’t, I find it painful and it
can linger in my mind. Another challenge is that, for
those who are already in our
program, we must allow them
to make their own choices.
Especially in the teenage
years, they can seem to lose
their bearings. I try to provide
them with the necessary moral and social support until
they find their way again.
Patience is my greatest tool.
My own background was similar to that of the students we
support: I came from poverty.
Due to these circumstances,
which were beyond my control, I could not complete up to
the highest stage of education.
But this doesn’t mean that I
can’t lead others to excel in
education and in life. I started
with no experience in development work but in the
past decade, I have
learned and grown so
much as a development practitioner. It’s
true that education
can help you move
ahead. But education
alone - without passion, honesty, integrity and respect - cannot bring about the
change that will drive
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you in whatever you do. This is
what I believe and this is how I
live my life.
A decade ago, all the children at
HCC were at the basic level of
education. Not even a single
person was in high school. Today, we have more than 20 in
post-secondary institutions, and
3 fully engaged in the job market.

I believe that we have achieved
our mission, and continue to
achieve it. Our program is proof
that with the right support,
every child can succeed. For me,
HCC has been like a family
nurturing young and prospective leaders, the future cornerstones of their respective communities.
In Builsa District, HCC is wellrecognized for its immense contributions to education. I look
forward to continuing my work
and seeing each and every one
of our students through to the
end of their studies. Until then,
the work will go on!

Staff: Madam Judith,Roland, Joe, Mr. Thomas
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Community Leadership at its Finest
- By Andrea Menezes

Y

Yaw surrounded by his teaching staff in 2014

aw Adangbey is a leader,
humanitarian, and one of
the most inspiring people I
know. Through his many years
at HCC, Yaw has always encouraged the boys at our centre
to fulfill their dreams and
strive for excellence, and he
has joyfully celebrated their
successes at every turn.
In 2013, when I arrived in
Sandema, he shared his own
dream of establishing the first
Kindergarten program in his
home village of Kadema. His
faith and unshakeable determination were palpable. My
own eyes filled with tears when
I heard about his dream because I knew that he would be
successful.
Currently, there are 76 children enrolled in the Adangbey
Royal International School.
Through the generous support

of the Sandema
District Assembly
and the Chief of
Kadema, Yaw was
provided with a
three-classroom
structure to run
his program. He
hired four teachers
who clearly have a
passion for nurturing young children.
All the teachers
are from Kadema
and they all participated in a
special early childhood education training program.
At any time, you can visit
Yaw’s Kindergarten school
and find children enthusiastically singing songs, clapping
their hands, reading books
and learning the alphabet and
numbers. Yaw meets with his
PTA Executive and PTA regularly. The feedback from the
Kadema community has been
overwhelmingly positive, and
parents are delighted to be
able to offer their children a
headstart in their education.
Through this outstanding
initiative, Yaw has already
left a legacy of excellence in
his community and at HCC.
He is a shining example of
what we strive for at HCC,
helping young people reach
their fullest social potential,

so that they can contribute
positively to their communities.
Yaw’s program, which operates
independently from HCC, is in
need of financial support to
cover basic teacher salaries
and the cost of school supplies.
We encourage you to contact
him at
www.facebook.com/yaw.adangbey

Update: In 2014, Yaw met with
representatives of World Vision
Ghana to present his proposal
for the drilling of a borehole
(pump well) in his community.
World Vision was amazed by
Yaw’s achievements and agreed
to provide this invaluable resource. The borehole is not only
benefitting the students at
Yaw’s school, but the entire
surrounding community.

Headmistress of Yaw’s school with students
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The Care Reform Initiative – A New
National Policy Direction
“When we least expect it, life
sets us a challenge to test
our courage and willingness to change; at such a
moment, there is no point in
pretending that nothing has
happened or in saying that
we are not yet ready. The
challenge will not wait.”
– Paulo Coelho

¨

¨

T

he ‘Care Reform Initiative’
is a policy that has been
implemented by Ghana’s Department of Social Welfare. It is
a national effort to re-orient
programming for vulnerable
children towards communitybased support.
After meetings with representatives from the Ministry of Social
Welfare, we received the goahead to continue with our educational programs. Due to our
outstanding record, we were also
permitted to remain operational
at our current site. However, we
have made changes to our program in order to comply with
this new national vision.
What the Care Reform Initiative
means for HCC:
¨

We continue to provide the
same level of educational
support to all of our current
students (school fees,
books/uniforms, residence

¨

costs, living allowances,
medical care)
All students will live at
the centre up to the start
of high school, at which
time they will board at
their educational institutions
During school breaks and
upon completion of studies, our students will stay
within their respective
villages and be fostered by
community members, rather than staying at the
centre
We will not be doing any
more intake of children to
our residential program

It has been a process for all of
us who are a part of HCC to
come to terms with the new
policy. HCC has been a stable,
nurturing and loving home for
many young people over the
years, and it was difficult for
us to envision the phasing out
of our live-in program. Since
last year, we have concentrated our efforts on guiding our
senior students to help them
transition back to their communities during their school
breaks.
We are currently at roofing
level for our new site, which
was intended to be a permanent accommodation for the
young people we support. For
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several years, this building
has been a labour of love, the
product of extraordinary work
and generous donations.
Over the next two years, we
will be engaging our wonderful development partners in
the District as well as community leaders, our staff, and the
many students at our centre
in discussions about how this
structure can be used to maximum benefit for the community of Sandema.
To our donors who have supported us every step of the
way, we make a firm commitment to take our time to determine how to move forward
in a meaningful way. We welcome your questions and feedback at any time throughout
the process.

The future of our site will be decided in discussions with our local
counterparts
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In Their Own Words ...
University is fantastic! I am
gaining so much knowledge and
experience. Without education,
my life would have been meaningless and all hopes would have
faded away. I salute HCC with
due respect and great honour.
- Belinda

Horizons Children’s Centre

I aspire to become a Professor in
Education. I want to write books
to help students to gain
knowledge. Because the one thing
I know for sure is that knowledge
is power.
- Gertrude

School has broadened my horizon to
see things from different perspectives
and also to think
outside the box. I
wish to be a lawyer
in future because I
would love to defend
people wrongly accused and provide
justice for them.
- Charlotte

Education made me a teacher with a Diploma in Basic Education. But more importantly, how I think, behave and what I know, I
owe to education. Now that I’m working fulltime, I can save up my own money and eventually go back to school. I want to be an architect. Dreams change right? I just discovered I have a passion for designing structures. And I want to make my passion my
career.
- Cynthia

2012

Education has helped
build my self-esteem and
confidence. I am studying
agriculture at university.
My dream is to own a botanical garden and design
landscapes, combining
aesthetics with environmental protection.
- Dorothy

My mode of
thinking and
the way I deal
with issues both academic
and social - has
been transformed through
education. I
now aspire to
go high on the
educational
ladder to help
my community
and my country
in the future. I
know and believe that with
determination,
the sky will be
my limit.
- Georgina
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In Their Own Words
"After high school, I had to face some challenges and I almost gave up
on myself. But there is a saying that only faith and time can determine
destiny. In August 2014, I gained admission into the Tamale Teachers
College of Education. On campus, you get to meet different people with
different lifestyles and personalities. But I have managed to adjust
myself as it is the usual training given to us at HCC. I have also had
the opportunity to meet great people on lots of conferences and seminars
and have learned many life lessons. I will be graduating in August
2017. I thank God for how far I have come."
-Prosper

Living with the
other boys in
HCC has been a
blessing. Together, we have created a container of
love, sharing,
and caring. HCC
helped us carve a
path to success so
we can realize
our dreams and
our ambitions.
- Jacob
I am 10 years old. I like
reading and playing
football. I am the Educational Rep on the
HCC Council. I want to
be a lawyer so that I
can contribute to our
constitution and help
Ghana.
– Joshua Jr.

2009

I am the Chairman
of the HCC Council.
I am 16 years old
and my favourite
subject is Math. I
want to become an
electrician so that I
can solve the energy
crisis in my village.
– Solomon

IPMC is a college of technology. I stood for
and was elected
as 'class captain'. This has
made me even
more confident. I
believe it will be
easy for me to be
employed once I
complete my
diploma because
nowadays everything deals with
computer technology.
- James

I’m studying molecular biology and
biotechnology and I want to be a scientist in the future. I love university
because I can meet people from different backgrounds. HCC has taught
me how to work hard and dream big.
- Matthew
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How You Can Help

T

his issue is dedicated to celebrating 15 years of HCC and the many success stories of the
students in our programs. From academic distinctions and community leadership to countless acts of kindness and caring, we could not be prouder of the way these remarkable young people are fulfilling their personal and social visions.
One of the ways that our program has distinguished itself is by offering education up to the highest level, including college and university studies. Can you believe that today, there are more
HCC students enrolled in college and university than in primary school? We strongly believe that
this level of education has the potential to transform lives. However, this also means that our program costs are higher than they have ever been. In fact, we are in dire need of funding.
Your generous support, which has sustained us for a decade and a half, is needed more than ever
before. We are appealing to you to help us fulfill our mission of empowering young people through
education. Here is a breakdown of costs for supporting a student in post-secondary studies. These
figures are based on our current (2015) costs in Canadian dollars and include fees, books, food,
accommodation, and transportation.
High School

Arts
Degree

Science
Degree

Teachers
College

Nursing
College

IT Professional
Diploma

1st year

$800

$2,500

$3,000

$2,300

$2,300

$1,800

3rd year

$600

$2,500

$3,000

$2,000

$2,500

$1,800

2nd year
4th year
Total

$600
-

$2,000

$2,500
$2,500

$10,000

$3,000
$3,000

$12,000

$2,000
-

$6,300

$2,300
-

$7,100

Please consider joining together with your family, friends or community to support just one student in their educational endeavours.
We will be happy to provide you with academic updates each term,
and send you letters from our students, sharing all of their experiences along the way. You can choose to direct your support to a particular student, a particular program of study or donate to our general
education fund. Any and all donation amounts are truly appreciated
and needed right now.
Francis, P6

$1,800
-

$5,400
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Ways to Contribute
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Canada Helps

Visit www.canadahelps.ca and search for “Stanley Francis Foundation”. Below your donation
amount, please select “Horizons Children’s Centre” from the drop-down menu. Canada Helps will
issue a tax receipt to you for your donation.
United Way
Does your workplace have an annual United Way campaign? Did you know that you can designate
your United Way donation to Horizons Children's Centre? Our umbrella foundation, the Stanley
Francis Foundation, is a registered Canadian charity, so directing funds toward us is as easy as
1-2-3:
1.
1.
2.

Look for a place on your contribution form where you can specify a charity. Include the name
Stanley Francis Foundation, and be sure include our registered charity number:
# 86964 7347 RR0001.
Send us an email to info@horizonscentre.org so we can track the receipt of your donation and
let you know when we have received it.
If your workplace does matching donations, this can double or triple the amount we receive.
Since a little goes a long way in Ghana, these donations can make a big difference to our program.

Cheque
Please make cheque payable to Stanley Francis Foundation and write "Horizons Children's
Centre" on the memo line. The Foundation remits 100% of the donation to HCC and issues tax receipts for all donations over $20. Cheques can be mailed to:
Heather Menezes
5-3062 Lake Shore Blvd. West
Toronto, ON M8V 4C9

ALL work in Canada is done by volunteers. ALL funds donated are used to cover our direct program costs in Ghana.

Closing Remarks

I

t’s hard to believe that January 2015 marked the
15th anniversary of Horizons Children’s Centre.
With each passing year, we have experienced a deep
sense of abundance. First and foremost, our program
would simply not exist without the immense generosity
of our donors in Canada, the USA and beyond. Thank
you for keeping us in your hearts all these years.
When we reflect on the last decade and a half, we call
to mind the faces of little children who were once learning how to find their way in the world. These children
have grown into amazing adults. They have their own
vision of how they want to make the world a better place, and each is taking a step in the direction
of his or her dreams.
The volunteers who have dedicated their time, resources and specialized skills to HCC are especially dear to us. We thank you for carrying us through these years with your positive energy, innovative ideas and outstanding fundraising efforts. We hope you feel proud to know that the relationships that you built have stood the test of time, as have the memories of laughter and love.
Over the years, we have received tremendous support from the Sandema community, from the
Paramount Chief to the District Assembly, from Ghana Education Service to the Department of
Social Welfare and the many government and non-governmental organizations that we have been
proud to call our development partners. We have benefitted immeasurably from the ongoing expertise and wisdom of our friends and colleagues in the District.
There are no words to express the depth and breadth of our gratitude to the staff at HCC: Joseph
Abobtey, Judith Adom, Roland Apentiik, Thomas Azantilow, our board members, both past and
present, and the part-time teachers who have worked with our students over the years. While we
cannot name everyone, we want you all to know that we are humbled by your outstanding service.
Lastly, I wish to thank my entire family: my husband Ian De Souza, my sister Andrea Menezes,
my sister Jeanette Menezes and brother-in-law Sean Wilson, my brother Derek Menezes and sister-in-law Rita Sachdeva, my parents Beryl and Edmund Menezes, my uncle Stanley Francis, for
his exceptional efforts in overseeing the charitable administration of our program, and my Uncle
Winston for his invaluable advice over the years. Your tireless volunteer work in Canada and Ghana, financial support, inspired ideas and encouragement have literally sustained this program for
all these years. You are all the most humble of heroes.
Sincerely,
Heather Menezes
Executive Director

5-3062 Lake Shore Blvd. West, Toronto, ON, Canada, M8V 4C9
www.horizonscentre.org · info@horizonscentre.org
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